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8. this game is amazing. i'm a huge fan of strategy games, but i have played a couple
of war games. this one has the best combat i've ever seen! i'm so happy that you are
making this game that i can play for the rest of my life! 10. i know this is an old thread
but i just want to add my appreciation. war games can be so painfully boring in their
original form. vbs2 is a breath of fresh air. thank you and keep up the good work! the
project is expected to undergo a two-year period of mission analysis and technology

development before a prototype is developed. project participants said the system will
be available to the army in 5-7 years. the award is part of a fund for training
excellence grant program that encourages non-developmental concepts and

technologies to be converted into a robust army computer platform. the $10.9 million
goal of the program is to deliver a technology that will make the army more effective

in the 21 [16] st century, and the successful participants' proposals will be
incorporated into a multi-year effort. the program supports the futures and integration

directorate and the greater us army training and doctrine command. i then tried to
install the game using the vbs2 game launcher first, and extract the 7zip files.

installation is complete, game runs fine, i see the desktop icon for vbs2, start the
game and get an error 'data file too short 'vbs2ddonsnims.xbo'. then i tried a third

time. left the setup file in place and extracted the 7zip files. installed the game
through the game launcher, and made some initial adjustments. seems to be working

fine, until i get this error 'data file too short 'vbs2ddonsnims.xbo'.
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at the recent committee of advisors on the capabilities of the army, vbs2 was ranked #4 overall
and #1 in the infantry and combined arms category. the army also placed vbs2 at #1 in the
tactical engagement simulation category. the army has a requirement for 2,700 multi-player

networked training sessions with vbs2 in fiscal year 2007, and the army is on target to conduct
13,000 vbs2 networked training sessions. since the army's acquisition of vbs2, the software has

been certified as a department of defense (dod) product. the certification provides vbs2 with
certain dod-approved technical capabilities and management and use requirements, including

the ability to conduct networked training sessions. the army has also done extensive testing and
development on vbs2 over the past two years. during the army's recent committee of advisors

on the capabilities of the army, the army worked through testing and fielding problems with
vbs2, which included problems with the simulation of the f-22, m1a2 abrams, m1a2t abrams,

bradley fighting vehicle, and paladin howitzer. the army is currently working on the development
of a new vbs2-based game-based training system for the navy. the navy will use this system to

provide its senior leadership with scenario-based training for their various operational commands
and mission-specific training for its sailors. in addition, the army has also incorporated vbs2 into
its exercises to train its army national guard. this will allow national guard leaders to experience

scenario-based training in the role of national guard commander. 5ec8ef588b
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